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On the art market, Paris takes the lead over London
This old competition between artistic capitals has re-emerged every autumn since 2003.
When Paris+ opened its doors to the ephemeral Grand Palais, the tide was turning in
favor of the French market, where the situation for gallery owners was however very
contrasting.

Monumental installation by Ugo Schiavi, "Uprising-Collapse", in the Tuileries Garden, in Paris, on October 12, 2022. COURTESY
OF DOUBLE V GALLERY/PARIS+ BY ART BASEL.

The well-ordered agenda of Lisa Schiff, an American art consultant known for having guided the actor –
and collector – Leonardo Di Caprio, is turned upside down. Every year, in October, she goes to London,
where she skims the Frieze fair on behalf of her clients, before leaving just as dry in New York. This year,
for the first time, she will make a detour via France, to discover Paris+, which opens its doors on October
19 at the ephemeral Grand Palais. “Paris is the place where you have to be now ,” says Lisa Schiff,
curious about this brand new show with the acronym Art Basel, which has dislodged the Fiac after a
quarter of a century.
Paris versus London? This old competition between the artistic capitals flourishes every autumn since, in
2003, taking advantage of a period of weakness of the FIAC, the Frieze fair was successfully launched.
From then on, each political alternation, each auction record is interpreted in the light of this rivalry.
Today, the tide is turning in favor of the French market, whose art bookmakers are predicting a recovery,

proportional to the anticipated stagnation of the British market. Brexit has undeniably reshuffled the cards
of the European market, of which Paris now appears to be the center of gravity. According to the
Voluntary Sales Council, France reached a record of more than 4 billion euros at auction in 2021, a jump
of 20% compared to 2019, an already prosperous year before Covid.
Rivalries
Admittedly, France represents only 7% of the world art market. Far, very far behind Great Britain, which
holds 17%. But some signs are unmistakable. Sotheby's, which will move into a 1,000 square meter
space on rue du Faubourg-Saint-Honoré in 2023, is offering, in parallel with Paris+, several sales
estimated at around 50 million euros, its largest offer in modern and contemporary art in France. “We now
sell collections in Paris that we would have sent to New York in the past ,” welcomes Cécile Verdier,
president of Christie's France. Feeling the tide turn, the very British auction house Bonhams even set up
in Paris in 2021 and bought the auction company Cornette de Saint Cyr in the process.
The rivalry between the private foundations launched by Bernard Arnault and François Pinault, two of the
biggest buyers in the world, of course has something to do with this new attraction. Just like the opening
in 2021 of the Luma Foundation by the Swiss collector Maja Hoffmann, who shone the spotlight on Arles.
That to come of the Cartier Foundation, in 2025, in the old spaces of the Louvre of the antique dealers will
inevitably add a part in the machine.
These mastodons have favored the installation in Paris of international “megagalleries” such as
Gagosian, David Zwirner, Max Hetzler, Skarstedt, and soon Hauser & Wirth, rue François- 1er . But also
on another scale, by Mariane Ibrahim, a Chicago gallery owner specializing in Afro-descendant artists.
"Paris brings a cachet that Chicago does not have" , recognizes the young woman, who is pleased to be
"already a beneficiary" in one year. Despite its high rents, Paris also loves artists and curators. “Those
who, in the past, would have chosen to be in London, Berlin or New York, now come to residency in Paris
,” observes Guillaume Piens, director of the Art Paris Art Fair.
Does this effervescence indirectly benefit local actors? "Yes" , says Parisian gallery owner Nathalie
Obadia, who represents some very prominent artists such as the African-American Mickalene Thomas,
exhibited at the Musée de l'Orangerie, or Laure Prouvost, who in 2019 had represented France at the
Biennale. of Venice. “Now , she continues, collectors know that, in Paris, they will have the first choice.
For this very combative gallery owner, the presence of leading foreign galleries raises the general level.
"It pushes us to be ambitious and strategists ," she says, galvanized by emulation.
Same story for RX, the Parisian gallery of Ghanaian star El Anatsui. With a turnover up 50% in three
years, it was able to split, in the midst of Covid-19, in New York. Fifty-something years of activity on the
clock, his eldest Daniel Templon, who has also just inaugurated a branch in the beating heart of the
American market, is already forecasting a turnover increase of 20% compared to 2021. But his
satisfaction is not without nuances. “Foreign galleries , believes the veteran, are moving to Paris to retain
control of their artists and no longer share them with French galleries. »
The trickle-down theory, which claims that the success of the richest positively affects the less endowed,
takes a hit. Especially since the effects of the crisis are already being felt by certain French brands. A
quick survey by the Professional Committee of Art Galleries (CPGA) suggests that "the first two quarters
have not lived up to expectations ," says its president, Marion Papillon. And to add that “the drop in
liquidity since the start of 2022 also seems to be increasing and becoming a more common argument
among collectors, who are postponing purchases” .
Behind the varnish, the French reality is very contrasting. “With mass auctions such as the Givenchy,
Lalanne or Al Thani collections, millionaire auctions have become customary in Paris, which was quite
rare fifteen years ago. But are they also common in galleries? I doubt ", nuance Alexandre Devals, who,
after directing the foundation of the artist Bernar Venet, opened a gallery in the gardens of the PalaisRoyal in September. Paris has become international, without the local market having fundamentally

changed. By settling at 16, place Vendôme, stronghold of luxury brands rather than the art market, the
Berlin gallerist Esther Schipper seems to be primarily targeting a foreign clientele attracted by the
breathtaking museum offer of Paris, luxury stores and starred restaurants – in comparison, French
collectors represent only 10% of its clientele.

A percentage that is not going to change in a snap. Especially since, beyond 100,000 euros, French
buyers are becoming rarer. Jocelyn Wolff, one of the sharpest Parisian merchants, recognizes it, he knew
in fifteen years of activity “a weak but constant organic growth” . Today, some of its artists like Miriam
Cahn are acclaimed abroad. This allows him to add to the vast spaces he rents from Komunuma, the arty
hub of Romainville, a new 60 square meter window on rue des Saint-Pères, in Paris, in association with a
former gallery owner, Samy Abraham. And, because it is necessary to conquer the Chinese collectors
who are opening private museums with all their might, Jocelyn Wolff has also opened an office in
Shanghai. "To be comfortable, he confides, it is necessary to cross the level of 3.5 to 4 million euros per
year of turnover. »
Distortion effects
Not that easy. According to data from the Professional Committee of Art Galleries (CPGA), just over half
of them declare an annual turnover of less than 500,000 euros. Too little to invest in fairs and make
themselves known abroad. Not enough either to finance expensive productions and thus recruit the most
prominent artists. It is just as difficult for them to hire staff: 85% of French galleries are VSEs employing
less than 5 employees. “At the same age, a New York gallery has twice the turnover of a French gallery,”
sums up Philippe Charpentier, co-founder of the Mor Charpentier gallery.
And to point out distortion effects: “An American gallery is more quickly identified by its foreign peers, by
collectors and by fair organizers. Clément Delépine , director of the Paris+ fair, who worked in New York
before returning to France in 2016, is more optimistic. “A gallery in France can evolve over time ,” he
says, “ while a New York gallery is condemned to develop very quickly or to disappear. Especially since,
with “ rents of $50,000 a month in New York, if a gallery doesn't sell $250,000 to half a million worth of art
a month, it's impossible for it to stay afloat. »
French galleries certainly have fewer charges. But they also have less power, primarily that of imposing
their artists abroad. So much so that Georges-Philippe Vallois, honorary president of the CPGA, dares to
ask the annoying question: "Is Paris a capital or a satellite of other capitals?" In his eyes, "for France to
take the place it deserves, our artistic scene, of quality, should be recognized". By museums, of course,
but also at auction, where French visual artists are absent subscribers. The Artprice database does not
list a single one in the top 10 worldwide. The highest bid for a living French artist, the valiant centenarian
Pierre Soulages, is 17.7 million euros. The record for Briton David Hockney, his "youngest" of fifteen
years, is four times higher.

